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 formats support :-) ~~~ bobrec Do you have a link to the app? Is there a website? aleksei I am pretty sure there's a website: [
------ l1feh4ck This is the best player for music I've ever used. (including some adobe) It's really hard to produce a good player

with lots of features, especially when you need to run on many platforms. We are committed to get this one right, and also to get
rid of the annoying DRM that will be in the future. hollerith So, you've coded a player and then it performs better than the usual
players available for your platform. Isn't that like reading a newspaper where the first page is the funniest, then the second page,
and so on? I.e., why would I want to see other people's software first? (I.e., why do I want to see a video, and then an image, and
then text, and then another video?) OP here. First of all, there are more video formats than music ones, so the list of supported

formats is only one for the music player. For the next version I will also add support for videos. As for the purpose: I don't think
that the purpose of seeing people's video is to be happy with it (it's the case for most products, but maybe not all), the purpose is
to learn. If you see people's projects and you like them, you can try them, maybe you will understand a few things or just enjoy
a video and want to see more of it. I also think that in the past, people were making lots of video content with an open format,
and that a lot of people enjoyed watching this content, so it was helpful to be able to see them. But if the goal is to understand
people's projects and their software, watching a video is probably not the best way to do it. Still, I believe this is useful for the

purpose you mention: I've seen lots of great things that people shared through the'showcase' feature of the iOS app, 82157476af
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